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Dean Sachs Crowns Miss I. T.C.C.-N.
Janis Hersh Withstands Heavy Competition
. by Helen Wislinski

Board of Governors
Hears Reports of
Ad Hoc Committees

There she is Miss ITCCN, there
she is our ideal, there she is Miss
Illinois, there she is Miss America.
The lyrics of this song are not exactly the same as if Bert Parks
were to sing them for Miss Ameri- ~
ca herself, but it does show the
steps any girl must go through in
order to be crowned Miss America.
Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North was host for the meeting
First of all she must be chosen
of the Board of Governors of the State Colleges and Universities held
from a local pageant as was held
here on Sunday, November 14 and Monday, November 15. Highlighting
here at the college November 24,
this meeting was a banquet held Suday evening. At thl:! banquet Dr.
1965. All week long the air was
Charles Stamps gave an Interim report of the progress made by the
filled with curious anguish "Who
ad hoc committees who are concerned with present and future plans
will be our Miss ITCCN ?" But the
of our school.
nedy. Seated is Miss ITCC-N, answer was not very easily obStanding 1-r are Marianne
The meeting began Sunday morning with~ multi-media presentation
tained. The preliminary judging
Janis Hersch.
Brucks, Dean Sachs, Florencia
by Dr. Stamps which g,Jve the visitors a visual introduction to the lowas held Tuesday night, November
Richmond, and Eileen Kencation of the school and a tour of the school buildings, Later in the
23, 1965, the night before the Pagmorning the Board of Governors and visitors from other colleges and
eant. At this time , ten semi-finaluniversities under the Board of Governors took a walking tour of the
ists were chosen: Ilonora Bukowschool. At lunch time a buffet meal was served in the faculty dining
ski, Eileen Kennedy , Linda Raskin ,
room.
Janice Hersh , Ann Marie Stachura ,
'The Board of Governors meets regularly each month to conduct its
Florencia Richmond, Gay Blank,
business involving the schools under its control. These meetings are
Marianne Brucks, Sue Towles , and
usually held at one of the schools under the Board's jurisdiction - with
Jov Regin. The first criterion on
at least one meeting per year at each campus. This provides the Board
which the judges based their votes
The Citizens Schools Committee held its 19th annual Educational
with a opportunity to inspect each school at least once a year.
for Miss ITCCN was the gown comOn Sunday afternoon and Monday'~morning the Board members Conference ar:.d Civic Assembly DL11ner en Tuesday, November 16, ·,.,, petition. At this time each semihandled regular Board business. But on Sunday evening a special pro- the Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel. Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North finalist modeled her gown individ.gram was planned. The Board members, special guests , ITCCN fac- was represented by several members of the administration and the pro- ually and then all ten semi-finalulty and administration staff and student representatives partook of a fessional education division and by four student guests.
ists came out together to give the
The first session of the afterroast beef dinner. Dean Sachs began the evening's program with a
judges another opportuniy to obwelcome from the college and intr oduced members of our schools' fac- noon was devoted to an examina- munities," was moderated by Dr. serve the girls before voting.
tion of the citizen's r ole in meeting
ulty and staff .
Charles R. Monroe, Dean of the
After the gown competition , the
Collegium Musicum, the recorder society; then pr esented several the educational needs of Chicago. Wilson Branch of the City Junior
audience
was entertained by the
The panel, "What the Schools Have
musical selections, conducted by Miss Mar ilyn Ziffrin.
College.
The
presentation
panel
inthe
Bretheren
: Ted Rochovsky,
Dr. McKelvey then introduced the official "family" - the Board a Right to Expect of Their Com- cluded Mr. James Clement, a
Terry Leah , Ron Benson and Jim
members , College Presidents, and office staff.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ member of the Chicago Board of Kregg , who added to the spirit of
The higltlight of the program was Nor th Park Community Organiza- Education; Joseph Rosen, princi- the Pageant.
presented by Dr. Stamps. In his tion , Alderman a nd Mrs. Kaplan, pal of the Howland Elementary
Next was the Bathing Suit Compresentation he reported on the Mr. a nd Mrs. Rapport from th e Al- School and a member of the Ad- petition , which was the most well
progr ess to date of the ad hoc com- bany Park Action Council, Mrs. visory Council on Education of received of all the events of the
mittee's plans and suggestions for ES th er SaperSt ein , st ate Repre- Disadvantaged Children ; and Dr. evening , especially by the male
ITCCN's future . After the report sentative, a nd CheS t er Wiktorski, Charles StE.wart, the director of members of the audience.
was given, Mr. Paul Stone, Chair- st ate Representative.
Teacher Eduuc~tion for the Detroit
The last criteria for judging was
man of the Board of Governors, Mr. J. Bon Hartline, Mr. William Public School System.
the Talent Competition. This porThe bulk of the registration for closed the program with a short McBride, Mr. William Nelson, Dr.
Reaction to the comments posed tion carried the largest number of
the winter 1966 trimester will take address.
Noble J. Puffer , Mr. Paul Stone,
by this first group on the commu- points and was certainly the hardplace on Monday, January 3, for
Among the many visitors pres- W. I. Taylor, M. D., and the Exec- nities obligations to the school was est to judge for all girls did an exstudents registering only for late
ent were : Senator Cherry, Dr. and utive Officer, Dr. Frederick H. Mc- presented by Christopher Chand- cellent job. While the final vote
afternoon , evening and TV classes,
ler, Education Reporter for the was being tabulated, Orchesis, usand on Tuesday, January 4, for Mrs. Frederickson of the North Kelvey.
River Commission, Dr. and Mrs.
College presidents who attended Chicago Sun-Times; Hope Justus, ing the theme of the Pageant
those r egistering for day classes
(Coru'i.nued on Page 2)
Education Reporter for the Chica- "Through the Looking Glass' ' as
or a combination of day, extended Hawkinson from the Hollywoodgo American ; Edwin C. Berry, Ex- the base for their choreography exday and TV. Informa tion concernecutive Director of the Chicago Ur- hibited the graceful movements of
ing the time each student is to reban League ; Bernard S. Friedman, the modern dance .
port will be included in the schedThe tension and anxiety of both
a member of the Chicago Board of
ul~ of classes. The following groups
Education ; and Mrs. Martin Ros- the girls and the audience was high
of students will be registered in adene, School Education Chairman when the finalists were picked .
vance, and should report to the
for the Chicago Region of the They were : Eileen Kennedy , JanRecord Office on Tuesday, Novemis Hersh , Florencia Richmond, MarI. C. P. T.
ber 30 to pick up registration m aianne
Brucks and Joy Regin .
t'erials. Those who are unable to
Discuss School's Role
Now came what I felt was the
come in on Tuesday, November 30,
The last panel of the afternoon hardest category of all : the permay come any time during the balcentered around a discussion of the sonality portion. At this time the
ance of that week when the Record
school 's obligations to the commu- Master of Ceremonies , Stephen TalOffice is open.
nity and was . moder ated by New- lackson , informed the fi ve girls
ton Minow, former director of the that there were eight cards' in a
Tuesday, December 7 - 8: 30 to
Federal Communications Commis- top hat which he was holding , each
10:30 a. m.
sions, and now a practicing lawyer girl was to chc'\'Se a card on which
Students on High Honors last
in Chicago. The presentation panel a word was written . She was to extrimester in residence
included Warren Bacon, a member plain what that word meant to her.
Tuesday, December T - 3 :'oo to
of
the Board of Education, • Ronald Doubts about who was going to
4:30 p. m.
Campbell, Dean of the School of win diminished somewhat when
April, 1966 graduates
Education at the University of Chi- Janis Hersh went up to give her
Wednesday, December 8 - 8:30
cago, and Joseph Rosen.
explanation of the word she had
- 10:30 a. m.
lor > visit the Library on the
The reaction panel included Hel- chosen. Janis gracefully walked ui:
Students on Honors last trimes- Mrs. Stone, Mr. Stone, Dean
Sachs, and Mrs. Taylor (wife of
Campus Tour.
(Continued on Page 4)
( Continued on Page 4)
( Contioued on Page 5)
Board Member, Dr. W. I. Tay-

I~ T. C. C. - N. Representatives
Attend Nineteenth Annual
Educational Conference

Registration
Day Procedure
Outlined

Page Two

The

INTERIM

Bd. of Gov. Report-

Wednesday, December 1, 1965

'Research-A University
Obligation': Rettaliata

(Continued from Page 1)
manship of Dr. Haroid Berlinger,
1. The Educational Program and
Curriculum - Dr. Bruce Kirk
were : Quincey Doudna, Eastern made its Report to the Faculty.
Illinois ; A. L. Knoblaugh, Western
"One of the recommendations of 2. The College's Growth and
Chicago, Ill.-(1. P . )-"Providing good teaching,'' writes President
Illinois ; Leslie A. Holmes, North- the committee was that a joint Future Enrollment - Dr. · Robert
ern Illinois ; and Robert G. Bone, administration-faculty committee Paine
research opportunity is a univer- John T. Rettaliata of Illinois InstiIllinois State University. De\t:l Ray- should be established . . . to ex~ity obligation ; but a remorseless tute of Technology in a position
mon<l Cook of Illinois Teachers · plore the potentials for the organi- 3. Academic Staff, Organization policy of 'publish or perish' is likepaperreleased here entitled "The
College Chicago South was not zational structures of the college, and Operation - Dr. Carl Hamly to encourage poor research at Teacher and the Student."
present but he was represented.
academic and non-academic, that mond
Froum our school the guests seem to be possible and necessary 4. Civil Rights Staff, Organiza- the same time that it discourages
In stating his position in the conwere: members of the Faculty within the framework of the state tion and Operation - Dr. Charles - -- - -- - - - - - - - troversy currently raging on U. S.
Council,' (Dr. Berlinger, Chairman ; syS tem of colleges.
Stamps
to train secondary teachers - on campuses, Dr. Rettaliata said :
Dr. Edris Fredericks, Secretary;
''Such a joint Administration- 5. Financial Suport - Dr. Peter both the undergraduate and grad- "Along with most other universiDr. Jack Etten, Mr. Raoul Haaz, Faculty Advisory Committee was Abrams
uate levels. In addition , we should
Mr. Ziagos, Dr. June VPrbillion,
offer a strong Liberal Arts degree ties , we at UT believe that a reestablished.
and Mr. Schneider, who was not
6. Business Management a n d and Masters degree in certain areas search atmosphere and a faculty
present) . The Coordinating Comof the 1 Arts and Sciences.
vitally engaged in the pursuit of
"On July 23, 1965, President Mc- Operation - Mrs. Maxine Otte
mittee, (Dr. Stamps, Chairman; Kelvey suggested that we begin a
knowledge
provide the best en7. Public Relations - Mr. Dale
2. We expect a considerable inMrs. Otte, Secretary ; Dr. Abrams , study at once which would form
vironment
for
teaching and learncrease in the size of the student
Mr. DeVille, Mr. Haas, Dr. Ham- a basis for pointing the future dir- DeVille
body
and
the
geographical
.
area
ing.
mond , Dr. Kirk, Dr. Lamp, and ection of the College as well as pro- 8. Building Needs and Land Ac- from which it is drawn. Our thinkDr. Paine) . Other faculty present viding the basis for both operating quisition - Mr. Raoul Haas
"But this belief, no matfer how
ing is in the context of an eventincluded representatives from the and capital improvement requests
sound in principle it may be, will
9.
Calendar
Dr.
Herbert
Lamp
·
ual
enrollment
of
some
12,000
studivisions. Also attending the ban- in the next biennium.
dents by 1975. This is the number certainly prove hollow if the facquet were the wives of some of the
Since September 7, Committees arrived at by the College Growth ulty are not motivated to carry
"He
suggested
that
Committe€s
facu lty and several student reprebe appointed to study the purposes have met regularly each week. The and Future Enrollment Committee over their scholarly enthusiasm insentatives.
of the College with consideration of, deadline for individual Committee using projections of a number of to their teaching.
Coordinating Committee's eight general areas. A ninth area reports is December 1, 1965. The studies and reports.
Interim Report was later added . The Faculty Coun. deadline for the final report from
" We expect UT professors to asthe Coordinating Committee is Feb- 3. "We expect to remain basics
u
m e major responsibility for
Starting with the background of cil appointed nine ad hoc Commit- ruary 1, 1966.
ally a commuter college. We recteaching
basic undergraduate courthe work of the committees which tees to proceed with studies of the
ognize, however, that dormitories
led to this Interim report Dr. nine genera1 areas and report rec- The report emphasized that the on campus for International and ses. We are not about to relegate
ommendations. The Council also work of the committees was by no
Stamps said :
appointed the previously activated means completed and that it could other students from outside the the undergraduate to a secondary
"On July 16, 1965, Chicago Teach- Joint Administration-Faculty Ad- be only an indication of the direc- Chicago area may be a valuable place in the complex of concerns
ers College became Jllinois Teach- visory Committee to serve as the tion of our thinking - not final rec- future asset of the College's life. and activities that makes up IIT
ers College-Chicago. Control of the overall Coordinating Committee for .immendations.
4. "We expect to retain and as a modern university.
College passed from the Chicago the ad hoc Committees.
encourage the small college atThe report listed nine major as"A significant section of our inBoard of Education to the Board of
"The Joint Advisory Committee sumptions which were shaping the mosphere within the large college,
Governors of Colleges and Univerpossibly through the establish- stitutional development program is
sities of the State of Illinois. The has continued to function in c~rry- thinking of the committees:
ment of a number of small colleges dir<X!ted toward providing the conFaculty Council of CTC-N antici- ing out its original charge.
using
common learning facilities ditions for promoting the intellec"l. We expect to become a mulpated that such a transfer of conThe faculty membership of the tipurpose institution - not a single for a general education program. tual partnership between students
trol would entail many changes in Coordinating Committee was espurpose one as we are now. In so
5. "We expect to continue to en· and faculty , both in and out of the
the policy, organization, and oper- tablished at nine so that one mem- doing, we will try to excel in a
ation of the colleges which would ber could sit with each ad hoc limited number of programs in c:mrage experimentation and inno- classroom. A point of strong emdirectly affect the faculty, staff Committee and serve as liaison which we can hope to make real vation to curriculum and instruc- phasis in our program for faculty
and students. Accordingly, when with the Coordinating Committee. contributions. One such contribu-· tion to the point, probably, of rec- development is provision for pre>ommending an experimental coltransfer appeared to be imminent,
tion, because of our location and
fessional recognition of excellent
The general areas being studied orientation, -is in devising pro- lege within the college.
the Council appointed a Committee
6. "We expect to make maxi- teaching.
to study the implications involved by the ad hoc Committees and the grams for better education in the
and report them to the faculty . In Coordinating Committee represent- central city. We should continue mum use of communication media
"Like so many values in demodue course. 'The City-State Trans- ative to each ad hoc Committee and expand our program of train- and new instructional methods for cratic life, the proper balance befer Committee,· under the chair- are :
(Continued on Page 5)
ing elementary teachers and begin
tween teaching and research is an
ideal which can productively be
sought even though never perfectly realized. But steadfast commitment to the ideal is necessary."

Undergrad Program Peace Corps Representative
. Speaks Here
Offered -in Europe

Four undergraduate academic
programs to be offered in Europe
next spring will remain c,pen for
applications until Friday, Dec. 10,
according to their sponsor, the Institute of European Studies, in Chicago.
Located in Freiburg, West Germany, and in Madrid, Paris and
Vienna., the programs emphasize
liberal arts and social science studies at the sophomore and junior
levels. The institute also conducts
full academic-year programs in all
four locations. as well as in Nantes ,
France.
In Freiburg, students take the
regular courses of the University
of Freiburg, a 400-year-old institution whose faculties have included
such scholars as Erasmus and
Martin Heidegger. Applicants must
have junior standing, at least B
averages. and two years of college
German or equivalent ability.
Students in the Madrid program
select courses from curricula organized under the direction of the
university's faculty of political and
economic sciences. · All instructions
are in Spanish. Requirements include junior or sophomore sta~ding, a C-plus average at least, and
two years of Spanish.
In Paris, the institute has formed
a special spring program emphasizing accelerated development of
skills in French. together with
studies in other fields. Courses are

taught in French by French university professors. Sophomores applying for the program must have
three semesters of college French,
and juniors five ,semesters. All
must have averages of at least B.
The spring program at the University of Vienna offers Englishtaught courses in a wide variety of
fields , intensive German language
training , and opportunities for enrollment in regular German-taught
courses of the university. One
semester of German and an average of ·at least C-plus are required
of sophomores and juniors admitted
to this program.
The institute's full-year program
in Nantes is the first generally offered for undergraduates majoring
in engineering and mathematics,
and also admits students majoring
in French literature. No spring
program is conducted there.
Comprehensiv€ fees for the programs, ~eluding tuition , room ,
most meals, transatlantic transpor·
tation and field trips , range from
$1 ,605 to $1,750 for spring programs, and from $2,405 to $2,760 for
full-year programs.
Students are housed in private
European homes or, occasionally,
in European student dormitories.
Sailings are set · for about Feb. 1,
with return in mid-summer.
Further informati,:;:-: can be obtai.IT\d from the institute, at 35 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago.

Peace Corps Representative,
Mr. John Anderson.

Mr. John G. Anderson, a former
Peace Corps volunteer who is presently engaged in the Corps' recruiting program, discussed the problems and accomplishments of the
program during his three-day visit
to this campus. Mr. Anderson was
the guest of Mr. Kuzahara who is
the Peace Corps representative for
this college.
Mr. Anderson spoke of his own
experiences in Nepal as well as the
genera) requirements and responsibilities of Peace Corps volunteers
in several classes as well as in a
special lecture held on Thursday,
November 18.
In an Interim interview, he explained that the Peace Corps is
currently interested in visiting colleges and universities across the
country in order to increase both
the scope and size of the program.
At present, he added, more than
twenty nations are on a waiting list

for Peace Corps aid, and the response from those countries already included in the program has
been extremely favorable.
The Peace Corps examination
was administered to thirty students
at the college on November 19.
Those students who were unable to
take this examination but who are
interested in the program may receive additional information either
from Mr. Kuzuhara or from the
downtown Post Office. Peac8 Corps
examinations are administered on
the second Saturday of every
month at the Post Office and may
be taken upon request.

NOTICE!
The next issue of The INTERIM
will be the last , issue for the current trimester. Deadline for that
issue is 12:00 noon , December 8.
Absolutely no copy will be accepted after that time. 12: 00 noon, December 17 will be the deadline date
for the first issue of the Winter
Trimester. All clubs are asked to
submit news articles for that issue.

W~!:.• .Atay , December 1, 1965

The

Pa,eftree

INTERIM

Letters to the
Editors

Editorial Page

The Educational Conference: Pro and Con
We were present at the Citizens School Comittee's Educational Conference and Dinner on November 16th, and were left with some rather
solid impr essions after the great talkathon had ended.
. F or one thing we were impressed by the fact that so many people
outside the field of education are seriously interested in their needs.
We were also considerably impressed with the enormity of the task
which the Citizen's School Comittee has taken upon itself.
On the negative side, however, we were amazed that the very people
who expressed this concern have done so little to fully inform themselves of the issues and problems in education today. This is a paradox
which is totally inexplicable.
On the one hand there were men and women on the panels representing the education sections of our major Chicago newspapers who
had no more insight into the real problems or answers than the average
man on the street. Their replies were inveriable inane and muddled, almost always developing into the same cliches, the same gripes about Superintendent Willis and the Board of Education which have been heard
so many times before.
One can sum up the entire afternoon's discussion in a few sentences : " We live in this grand and glorious America, therefore our edu-

cational systems 11'•1st also be grand and glorious . They must meet the
challenge of the twentieth century !" (Whatever that is?)
We doubt quite seriously if one valuable, constructive, workable
statement was made all afternoon. And if this is not the purpose of an
organization such as the Citizen's School Committee, we'd like to know
what is.
We have a difficult time understanding why it is so hard for anyone
to make an intelligent statement concerning education. Ultimately discussions on this subject boil down to the same tired phrase, the same
pointless· rambling, the same annoying complaints and condemnations.
We think it is a shame that those people who have an opportunity
to contribute to our school system, people such as those present at this
educational conference do not feel it their responsibility to become highly articulate in the subject of education. Charges and counter-charges,
complaints, and cliches are not the cure-all for our educational ills;
they are only t~ symptoms of the problem.
While it is to their credit that individuals feel it their duty to work
actively for the development of educational programs , their work is in
vain if it is done without a proper education and insight into all the
issues which influence our school system.

The Civil ·Rights Movement
Comes to the North west Side
While the Board of Governors met at ITCC-N on Sunday, November
14, another meeting took place several miles west of our campus. This
other meeting took place at St. Constance Roman Catholic Church, located in the Jefferson park area.
Because this meeting at St. Constance was a minor revolution , we
felt that it was important enough for us to attend and to relate to our
student body. The meeting was a Civil Rights Forum, the first such
forum to take place in the Jefferson Park area and, as far as we know,
the first such public awakening to · take place on the far northwest side
of our city. The forum was sponsored by the St. Constance Young Adults
Club , a group of young people aged eighteen through twenty-three. The
purpose of the forum was to help the people of the area to realize that
the Civil Rights Movement will, sooner or later, affect everyone and
that this occurance will be less of a problem if the people understand
just what the Civil Rights llriovement is and exactly what the people
behind it want.
·
The Forum was composed of a panel of three speakers. The first
speaker was Mr. Michael Lawson, the Assistant Director of the Catholic
interracial Council. Mr. Lawson, himself a Negro, spoke of "The New
Negro Move. " Although he is only in his mid-twenties , the experiences
Mr. Lawson has had and the people he has met have given him a warehouse of experiences to relate. He has worked for the Chicago Commission of Human Relations and was Vocational Director of the Cook County Department of Welfare.
Mt. Lawson gave many insights into his own life. For m any members of the audience this was their first contact with anyone who r eally
felt the pangs and anxieties of the Civil Rights Movement.
The second speaker was Sister Mary Peter, a School Sister of
Notre Dame , whose topic was , "The Nun in Civil Rights Looks at the
New Generation." Sister Peter is presently the Director of Educational
Services of the National Catholic Council fo r Interracial Justice.

Sister Peter spoke of her many experiences with the Negro people.
One particularly interesting story which she told concerned a Negro father with whom she spoke. The father had been fairly prosperous and was
able to provide a good deal for his children. He had told Sister Peter
that his children were bright children and good children. "But," he told
her, " ain't it too bad they're black." From this springboard Sister Peter
went on to explain to the audience that no matter how fortunate these
children might be, under present circumstances they would still find
themselves being denied the one human desire of acceptance.
The final speaker was Re verend William Hogan, the secretar y of the
Co-ordinating Council of Community Organizati<1.1s and an active member of the Catholic Interracial Council. Father Hogan has been an exceedingly active person in the Civil Rights Movement. His topic for the
evening was "Looking Ahead."
Father further explained the wants and needs of the Negro people;
but he didn 't stop therE'. He went .on to cite the persecution of other
minority groups, and finally explained the Christian role in combating
these persecutions.
The audience for this forum was not earthshakingly large. In fact,
it was relatively small, b11t it was a start. This crowd showed that at
least some people r ealize that they have a duty. At least som~ people
reaUze that ignorance and fear must first be over come before the situation can be dealt with in a civiliz~ mann~r.
.
Whether the people came to this meetmg because they wanted to
help, or to learn, or just ~o protest, at least the~ came. We feel that
the people who attended this forum are to be admired, not because they
did anythmg above and beyond the call of duty, for certainly Chr istian
charity is an integral part of Roman Catholicism ; but these people are
to be admired because in a neighborhood which has for too long put off
such an informative forum , they were the firs t to realize their duty
and to tak_e direct steps toward rectifying the situation.

Dear Editors:
In regard to the November 17,
1965 article on the "Move to Form
a Football Team" by Kevin McHugh.
Well, Kevin McHugh , I commend
your iniative to enter the " hall of
fame," and your burning to heap
glory on our alma mater ITC-CN.
Your efforts to divert our male
students energies from the necking
sessions in the study areas to the
skirmishing sessions on the field
should be met with real enthusiasm?
I , too , feel that college should be
more than classrooms for these 70
so called men , you see it should be
education , training , enlightenment,
and the "pursuit of excellence."
Perhaps , Kevin, we could learn
from the past mistakes of others
who have crept, walked, ran, and
panted down the well born path of
t h e infamous college football
teams. Professor Griswold , President of Xale , suggests that every
other w e 1 1 established college
should now review and deemphasize the role of collegiate sports.
The United States Air Force Academy's recent announcement have
done just this. Yes , even that revered institution has succumbed to
the football and cheating scandals .
Certainly ITC-CN's students are
cheating enough now to put their
pals through college, will it now be
necessary to increase the cheating
in order to put out football players
through too.
Lets redirect that $10,000 for the
field into our bare shelved library,
and perhaps rely on the p _ E . majors to keep alive the culture of
the athlete . Why prey upon the
time, money, and energy of your
fellow students to support The Big
ITC-CN Team in a peril worse th an
Viet Nam and the Ro man Empire
combined.
This I feel is the opinion of more
than just one student and for that
• reason I do not feel that any one
name should be undersigned to this
letter
·
Sincer ely,

Coast Guard
Seeks Grads

For Sale: 19,500 Napkins
L.S.A. May Sponsor White Elephant
We were amused by a notice posted on the door of the Senate Office cellent and would have been a feather in the college 's cap. But what
last Friday. The card read :
has actually r esulted is shoddiness , and something ver y much less than
what could have been the major event of this trimester.
F or Sale (Cheap )
But there is nothing to be done about this any more. What should
19,500 white napkins and
be done, however, should be more than clear to the Senate. Lambda
75 feet of chicken wire
Sigma Alpha must be reimbursed for the costs which they incurred as
to
a result of the Senate's error. If the Senate wishes to be completely fair
lowest bidder (Senate ): contact
in this matter, they should vote to pay the costs of these mater ials as
LAMBDA SIGMA ALPHA
promptly as possible. We are sure that with a little ingenuity they can
E220
figure out what to do with 19,500 paper napkins!
Upon inquiry we were informed that the sorority had indeed pur- --chased both the napkins and tqe chicken wire in anticipation of the ;
Sen ate-sponsored pageant parade scheduled for November 23. It seems
that the Senate , however, forgot a minor detail: a city parade per mit ,
and as a r esult the sorority finds itself stuck with a large bill and a
store room full of napkins.
MEMBER

~----------------------=._-=._-:_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-=..

THI!!/~

ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTH )
On the surface this is all very amusing; but to the sorority we are
December 1, 1965
Volume 13 - No. 7

'I:

sure it is anything but funny. Nor, do we imagine, is the pageant cor. poration highly impressed with the results of this first Miss America The Interi m Is published bl-week ly at Il linois Teachers College - Chicago (North) , 5500
N. St. Lou is Ave., Ch icago :25, Ill . Letter s to the editor must be signed . We reser,,e
Pageant at ITC-CN.
tile right to condense letters when necessary _ All published OPinions are those of the Interim
As a whole, the Senate put on a very poor show. Perhaps one of the editorial staff ahd do not necessarily reflect the offl cial views of the college.
reasons is that they overlooked the fact that they wer e entering the 1_c_o-ee1
_ 1-,ors
- - - -- - -- - - - Martha Thoennes, Frank Sesko
Al Gagnon, Barbara Lofgren
st
big time by undertaking to promote such an event. The Miss America
Catlly Hammod<, Helen Wlsllnslcl
Bob Delaney, Sandra Gordon , Linda Edelstein,
Pageant is big buusiness; it involves millions of dollars in promotional Res>orters
Mary Jean Del Cl ello. Denise Kelley, Mary Ellen Kane. Charlotte Frost,
advertising and business contracts each year. And the truth of it is that
Coralyn Olsen, Frank Collins, Pat Dempsey, Darlene Goldberg , Jona
Skouronsk i, Cor inne Hansen, Kay Korzun, Annette Pulizze. Thea Cherl<oskY,
our Senate isn't quite up to this kind of thing.
Marie Mason, Andy Fallum, John Hansen , Kathryn Nepodahl , Norbert
Ruzansk l. Denise Dovie, Pat LUPO, Iris Rosenblatt, · Barbara Rosen, Pat
Per usual, there was no publicity ; Interim was put off each time it
Brleschke. Linda Koser, Terri Mascolo, Vicki L011an , Judy Slrldell, Mary
requested information ; and there was very little in the way of publicity
Ann Manganiello, Jo/In Hansen, Marie Mason , Donna Dunne
Vicki
L09an
ce Manager
outside of the newspaper. From what we could witness in the way of Offi
Ulrich Vodin , Annette Pu li zz e
Cartoon i st
Helen Wlsllnskl
Photographer
organization, there was confusion a plenty.
e. NI. Lleb(l'#
s-,sor
All this is, of course, most unfortunate. The original idea was ex-

~:i~;r~ .;,,rlten

Patrick J . Delaney

WASHINGTON , D. C., The U. S.
Coast Guard is seeking college
graduates for its February class at
the Officer Candidate School , Coast
Guard Reserve Training Center ,
Yorktown , Va .
,Successful candidates will be commissioned as Ensigns in the Coast
Guar d Reserve upon graduation.
They will be required to complete
three years on active duty after re·
ceiving their commission.
To qualify, the men must be between 21 and 26 years of age and
must be college graduates or seniors who will graduate before February 13, 1966.
The officer candidates will receive 17 weeks of intensive, highly
specialized training in navigation,
seamanship, gunnery , damage control , anti-submarine warfare and
other subjects .
In addition graduates will be eligible for flight training.
The newly commissioned ensigns
will join the 3,000 Coast Guard officers who serve world-wide in a
variety of interesting duties . ThesE
duties include oceanography , seard
and rescue, law enforct!ment, anc
merchant marine safety.
For complete information writ,
Commandant <PTP-2!, U. S. Coas
Guard, Washington, D. C., 20'l26.

The
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From the Dean's Of/ice LSA Plans
'St. Joe's
I'd like to correct an error I made
the last issue regarding the
Weekend'
North Central Committee Visit early next year. It was mentioned that
by Barbara Lofgren

in

this visit has nothing to do with our accreditation, when on the contrary,
Lambda Sigma Alpha is planning
that is the purpose of the visit. They make regular visits to all colleges another "St. Joe's Weekend" in the
near future. The cost of the weekin the north central area of Illinois regarding accreditation.
end is $5, although this may vary
This week Dr. Sachs is attending meetings of the Urban Sub-Com- slightly depending on the number
mittee of the American Association of College Teacher Education (AA- of girls attending.
CTE } here in Chicago. AACTE is another organization to which the col- A chartered bus will leave the
ITC-CN campus at 8:30 a. m. Sat•
lege belongs.
urday morning and begin its 2½
Dr. Stamps made an Interim report of our expansion program at hour, 100 mile journey to Rensselthe Board of Governors dinner on November 14. Part of his report is ar, Indiana, St. Joseph's College.
Each weekend includes a mixer
included in this issue of Interim. Probab'ly of most interest to students
and a sports event. All meals are
is the planning of a student union building. Dean Sachs has hopes that included in the initial cost and acthis building will be in the final stages of planning within a year. The comadations are made at a near-by
building program itself is in phases. The first phase is enlarging the motel. One upcoming weekend will
present plant for immediate needs, and the second phase is land ac- also feature a concert by Peter
Nero.
quisition to accomodate our projected studerit enrollment of 12,000.
L. S. A. is in charge of arranging
and planni;".g for these weekends.
Further information may be obtained in the L. S. A. office, Room
E220.

Tired? ? Bored? ? Depressed? Do you feel as though your line of
chores is infinitely long? Are you leading a life parallel to reality, but
which never quite intersects it? Does your life seem to be a circle of activities , having no end? Or are you suffering from an acute case of inferiority complexes, having your friends call you "obtuse" for your
lack of participation in extracurricular activities?

~liss ITCC-N-

(Pause one moment, hum fanfare , and continue reading - rapidly, joyously )

BOOK
REVIEW

Loxfinger
in which to live, this man must not
be killed by an assassin's bullet.
Loxfinger by Sol Wein st ein (Poe- He is too valuable to Israel.
ket Books Inc. $1.00)
But Loxfinger is more than just
Take a character like James a run-of-the-mill spy and intrigue
Bond, make him Jewish., keep all story. It is more than just a parody
the usual trappings of the Bond ad- on Ian Fleming's books. The real
venture stories (the girls, the fast laughter is fouild in Mr. Weinstein 's
cars, the trick weapons , the girls, attack on the modern day commercials. If you would like to know
the high stake gambling game,
why it may be handy to have a
the gun fights, the girls, the secret " tiger in your tank," or how to
villainous organizations, the girls, cause a cavitv in Crest Toothpaste
etc.), add several hundred TV com- (25% larger than any other cavitv) ,
mercial3, blend well with an author Oy-Oy-7 has the answers. Israel
like Sol Weinstein and what do you Bond smokes Raleighs , not for real
flavor but for coupons. How else
get? Hours of laughter and one of can the secret spy agents supplethe funniest "take offs" on a lit- ment their budgets? If you want
erary hero that can be found to- to know what he really well dretsday . The name of this concoction sed dashing young spy around town
is wearing Loxfinger will give you
is Loxfinger.
a brand name by brand name deLoxfinger has everything a James scription.
Bond novel has : a secret agent If you have ever wondered what
Israel Bond, Hebrew secret agent
number Oy-Oy-7, licensed to kill, to do if a polar bear starts to gnaw
a specially designed car-the MGB on your shoulder then run , don't
( a Mercedes Ben Gurion) , a high walk to your nearest book store and
stake gambling match - two marble champions shoot it out for high buy a copy of Loxfinger. I say run
stakes in a five foot · ring, several because the bookstores have a hard
beautiful and sexy females - Miss time keeping it in stock. It is one
Viet Cong and Miss Poontang Plen- of the fastest selling books on the
ty for example, the boss - M., and market today.
of course villains galore. There is
even a secret-secret agent , Agent
One word of caution though. If
D!
you are a quiet, shy type of perThe plot is simple. Bond, whose son who would never dream of
cover is public relations man for laughing out loud on a bus or in
MClther Margolies' Activated Old the cafeteria while you were readWorld Chicken Soup, has to pro- ing a book then take care. Read
tect I.he life of the multi-millionaire
Lazarus Loxfinger. Loxfinger, Loxfinger only in the safety of your
founder of the Lazarus Loxfinger cwn room . Loxfinger is simply too
League Against Constipation, The funn y to read with a straight face .
Lazurus Loxfingers Mothers March Most people will at least let out
On Ringworm and Halitosis, The a few chuckles and more than
Lazurus Loxfinger Center for NonRetarded Jewish Children, this likely they will roar with laughter
great humanitarian working so ill- through · all 127 pages of this degently to make Israel a better place lightful spoof.
by Vicki

Logan

Ed. Conference-

(Continued from Page

(Read slowly and with feeling)

1)

Now you can change all that. Become a three-dimensional person !
to the microphone with her chin Add depth to your life!
up and her eyes glistening. LookAt 1:00 p. m. on Thursday, December 9, in room Bl09, students of
ing directly at the judges and then
ITC-CN's
Math Concepts Classes are joining forces to present, for your
at the audience, she proceeded to
e:iification,
"Experimentations and Presentations in Math." Learn all
slowly and clearly explain her
word. If Janis was at all nervous there is to know about such fascinating topics as Math in Art, the
during this entire pageant one Moebius strip, the improbability of probability games, slide rules and
could not detect it.
ele.ctronic computers.
But the judges hadn't decided as
This could be the event of your life. Opportunity is knocking. Don't
of yet , they were still marking their
ballots while the audience and the miss this great chance to meet the Dr. Einsteins of tomorrow, your felfinalists sat anxiously awaiting the low students.
results. Then came that moment,
This is your big chance, a chance to ask all the questions that have
the few seconds that could mean the
start of a new way of life for our t een plaguing you since childhood. Do parallel lines ever meet? How
Queen, our Miss ITCCN. The an-' much is zero plus zero? How much is Aleph Null?
nouncement of first the second runCome Stump the Students! Ask your own brain teasing questions.
ner up, Miss Marianne Brucks; next
Miss Florencia Richmond, first Come early, stay late. Bring a friend , but come!
runner up; and finally, as all those
Bl09 . .. Thursday, Dec. 9 . . . 1:00 p. m. "Experimentations and
in the auditorium held their breath;
Presentations
in Math. "
the Master of Ceremonies uttered
the words that made Janis H e r s h i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - our Miss Illinois Teachers College
Chicago-North. Cameras began to
flash , the audience began their applause and we all knew that this
by Vicki Logan
Beethoven work she had ever
first pageant had come to a close.
Opening with J . S. Bach's Pre- heard before. " "It almost sounded
But this is not the end for Janis
lude
and Fugue in C Sharp Major, like boogie woogie" was another
Hersh, Miss ITCCN, this is only
the beginning. In July she, along Allen Anderson presented a piano listener's comment. With a syncowith other local pageant winners, concert at the second performance pation Qrominent in many of the
will compete for the title of Miss
variations of the basic themes there
Illinois. If chosen Miss Illinois she cf the Illinois Teachers College was a defin-ite feeling of jazz in the
will then have the opportunity of Evening Concert Series. Within a
music.
competing in the Miss America few minutes these in the audience
Pageant in September, and who who had attended the first conIn the last piece, Sonata (1935)
knows, maybe in a few months our cert received a vivid lesson in the by Ernest Bloch , the audience had
Queen, our Miss ITCCN, will hear differences between a harpsich1rd an opportunity to hear some modBert Parks singing of her "Here
ern music. Possiblyy this was the
she comes, Miss America, here and a piano. The tinkling ge'.ltle first time this particular piece was
tones of the first concert were played for a Chicago audience. For
she comes our ideal."
gc:,ne. In their place came a dra-. those of "dig" the sound of a modmatic, at times almost poetic, ern composer's music it was a spesound with a wider, more expres- cial treat. But for some of the audience the music of Bloch was too
sive range of tone.
jarring and unsettling to enjoy. It
ThL,; concert differed in tone in did offer an interesting contract to
the music of earlier periods that
another way also. The humor and was played. For many of us this
friendly patter of the first concert was one of the few times we had
was not present. This was a night an opportunity to compare music
for serious music in a serious set- in this manner.
Watching a concert pianist as exFrom left to right: Miss ITCC-N, ting. Mr. Anderson was a true conJanis Hersch, First runner-up cert performer and those who sat cellent as Allen Anderson is was a
Florencia Richmond, and Sec- close to the stage could tell by his treat in itself. Even for those who
ond runner-up, M a r i a n n e
facial expressions and the perspir- have never played the piano the
Brucks.
ation on his brow that he was giv- talent of Mr. Anderson, his masing his all to th.e . music.
terful performance of some very
The selections played Offered difficult music, was a concert in

Concert Review

m e n t of Christian Citizenship,
Church Federation of Greater Chien Fleming , Education Reporter cago.
for the Chicago Daily News, James
The conference was followed by
Yuenger, Education Reporter for
the Chicago Tribune, Hugh Brod- a dinner and program which inkey, President of the South East cluded the presentation of the Kate
Community Organization ; William Maremont Dedicated Teacher AH. Lowe, Vice President of Inland wards and an address by Mr. Fred Pittsburgh, Pa.-( I. P.)-A strong
Steel and President of New Trier Hechinger, Education Editor for role by students in the shaping of
Township High School Board of I.he New York Times. Mr. Hechin- educational policy at all American
Education; and George Riddick, ger spoke on "The Great City's colleges and universities was urged
(Continued on Page 7)
Associate Director of the Depart- Educational Needs. "
<Continued from Page 1)

by Frank Sesko

Students Help
Shape America
Ed. Policy

something for everyone. They
ranged from Bach and Beethoven
to the modern composer Ernest
Bloch. The selection by Beethoven,
Sonata in C Minor, Op. 111, caused
many comments during the intermission. This piece, as one girl remarked, "sounded like no other

itself.
. While the audience response probably was not as great at this concert as at the first one most l)e4)ple who attended this concert probably found at least some parts of
the concert very enjoyable. We are
looking forward to the next concert
to be held in January.

The
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Page Five

Studebaker Theatre to
Chicago International
Present the National
. Film Festival
Repertory Theatre

MOVIE REVIEW

by Charlotte Frost

The Chicago International Film
Festival brings together the best of
r e c e n t film productions from
around the world. After screenings
of many entries, winners were
picked according to nine categories: viz., industrial, documentary,
cartoon, educational, short subject,
television commercial, religious,
experimental and feature films.
winners of each category were
presented November 12, 1965, and
are as follows:
"FIRST IMPRESSION" (industrial). A ten-minute industrial filrri
of magazine stills, designed as a
, selling tool for magazine advertisements. Split-second montage of
color and design presented in Kaleidoscope effect.
"YEATS CC1UNTRY" (documentary). Irish countryside plus the
Poetry of W. B. Yates. What at
first you resist as ."just another
travelog," soon complete1y absorbs

"BIRDS'' Eastern Air Lines (television commercial). Soaring birds
and serenity for forty-five seconds
students will find unusual theatre tress, Sylvia Sidney, plays Mrs. haps the funniest role ever written
-then fifteen seconds of inspiring excitment in the three plays the Malaprop in Sheridan's hilarious for a woman.
commercial. (A far cry from put- National Repertory Theatre pre- "The Rivals," and Leora Dana
"The Trojan Women," to be
ting you in the driver's seat, but it sents at the Studebaker Theatre in plays Andromache in Miss Web- seen in a new version for NRT, is
has class!)
Chicago for four weeks, January ster's new version of "The Trojan a tense story that has lasted 2,400
PARABLE" (religious) . Christ in 24 through February 19. Discounts Women."
years and is compared to today's
the modern world - in a circus of 50 per cent for student groups
"The Madwoman of Chaillot" is arguments about war, so that it is
settin~ - weaves his same majes- make the cost less than for the
a historic tragedy which is still
a provacative fantasy t about
ec- contemporary.
ty and divinity among 2oth cent ury movi·es.
t an
• th
centric lady's attemp s o rid e
people.
For the first time in 20 years world of evil. As Aurelia, Miss LeSince the NRT is a not-for-profit
"NOTHING HAP~ENED !ffIS two of the most famous women in Gallienne has a zany role that pos- theatre, it offers generous discounts
MORNING" (experimental film). American theatre Eva LeGallienne sessei:: the power of DeGaulle and to students. Discounts of 50 per
Flashes and f~agment~ in ~trange · and Margaret W~bster, will be re- the nuttiness of the Mad Hatter.
cent for groups of 10 students or
new format , give fleeb~g ghmps~s united. Miss LeGallienne plays the
more are available for all the
of man and the workmgs of hlS Madwoman in Giraudoux's "Mad"The Rivals" is a hilarious farce plays. For information on student
mind.
woman of Chaillot" and Hecuba in set in Bath. England, the fashion- discounts write to National Reper
The fro~ting o!1 the c~e was the Euripides' "The Trojan Women," able watering place of the late 18th tory Theatre, 222 East Chestnut
feature film wmner, THE LOL- both of which Miss Webster dir- Century. This rollicking play has Street, Chica6 u , or the Studebaker
LJPOP COVER." This tender, hu- ects.
lived for 200 years because of the Theatre, 418 South Michigan Aveman-interest story contrasts syniThe famed movie and stage ac- comic part, Mrs. Malaprop, per- nue, Chicago.
cism and faith in the persons o f 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Also available at the same NRT
an ex-boxer and a little girl. The Board of Gov. Reportaddress are educational materials,
roughness Of Nl.ck, the boxer, and
b"bl"
the appeal of Felicity, the little
(Continued from Page 1)
exist. We expect to evaluate our including play synupses, 1 10gyou.
t
) L"ttl girl, win and hold the audience for
recommendations our plans, and raphies. and questions for class"CLAUDE" (car 0 O n · 1 e
the encouragement of the learnm· g
'
d"
·
Claude diabolically solves the prob- 82 minutes. Nick's view of life is
our programs carefully and con- room iscussion.
!em of nagging parents. Three min- harsh reality ; Felicity camouflages process with bo th groups a nd indi- tinuously in light of those long
Following every performance,
·
·1
her heartaches by viewing the viduaJ students in other than, as range needs and revise them where students can also meet the stars.
utes of subtle humor, Juvem e prewell as 1·n, the. trad1"t1·onal classd t
·
h Id aft
necessary."
Stu en f semmars are"th e t d er
cocity and a cIutt ered affl uent so- world through a piece of colored room situation.
t
ciety.
cellophane. Together they discover
t
ln order to carry out the as- the per ormances, w1
s u en s
1
7
0
"RAINSHOWER" (educational) . the key that unlocks their own
- "We expect
Pace more sumptions, the report recognized moving down to the footlights for
"Feminine Mystique" gaily dis- unique prison, and in a technicolor emphasis on student participation that, in practical terms, the as- a face-to-face question-and-answer
torted and compressed into six ending, they learn to view life with in determining and implementing sumption meant:
discussion with the stars.
·
a healthy realism.
the educational goals of the College
_f_re_n_z_ied
__
m_m_u_t_e_s._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _7 and on providing facilities and ac1. "Maximum utilization of the ..___ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
tivities for student life.
present campus acreage and the tion, library, physical education,
Registration8. "We expect to add or empha- acquisition of additional land for social science, foreign language,
6:30 to 9:30 p. m. and during size a number of functions and ac- the building of educational pro- and auditorium.
<Continued from Page 1)
the January 4 registration from tivities which have been done only gr~m, .approp~iate faculty a!1~ st aff c. Buildings which are normalter in residence
8:00 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. as part minimally or not at all in the past. to nnpiement it, a nd an anticipated · ly required in a College CommuWednesday, December 8 - 3:00
of their regular work assign- This refers to active public relations student enrollment of 12 ,000 by nity - student union building , athto 4:30 p. m.
ment.
and public information, student and 1975 letic fa.cilities , dormitories, and
Students approved for student
Friday, December 10 - 8: 30 to staff recruitment, Alumni organi- 2. "The careful planning, con- parking ..
teaching in January, 1966
10:30 a. m.
zation, graduate placement, exten- struction, and equipping of facili3. "Increase in size of faculty
Thursday, December 9 - 8:30 to
Members of activity and spec- sion courses, the seeking of finan- ties within the context of a care- and staff, commensurate with the
10:30 a. m.
ial groups approved by Dr. cial grants, selected intercollegiate fully conceived and integrated needs of an enlarged student body,
Students with a cumulative
Moran.
athletics, research programs, and overall campus plan which will en- expanded undergraduate and gradgrade point average of 4.0 or
Student aides and members of ac- other activities properly befitting a able the College to c:arry out the uate program, larger physical
better
tivity groups will have to present first rate college.
above assumptions."
plant, and the addition of effective
Thursday, December 9 - 3:00 to special permits to be admitted to 9. "We expect to respond to the
Building expansion would need new services.
4:30 p. m.
advance registration - all others long range needs of the commu- to be of three major types:
4. ;'Careful evaluation, reorganStudent aides approved for em- will be admitted on the evidence nity, state, and nation with th_ose a. More classrooms a nd admin- ization, and extension of the adployment in the January, 1966 shown on their last grade report programs and activitit!s which we istrative and faculty offices.
ministration structure and operatrimester. All student aides will form, or in the case of graduates can do well and which other col- b. Buildings for new or extended lion for independent and efficient
be expected to work during the or student teachers, on the basis leges are not doing, or which they specialized programs -- music, sci(Continued on Page 6)
January 3 registration from of lists in the Record Office.
are doing but in which needs still ence, art, communications, educa-

Thought for the Day

....,

:
.......,_____
'2DL

--

Nothing in education is so astonishing
as the amount of ignorance it accumulates in the form of inert facts.
-Henry Brooks Adams

Page Stx

The

Bd. of Gov. Report
(Continued from Page 5)
College administration within the
policies of the Board of Governors.
The different phases for the development of the college coincide
with the fiscal biennia of state
budgets, and cover a ten year period. The phases of the plan and the
years covered are:
Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase

I -

1965-1967

II -

1967-1969

III -

1969-1971

IV - 1971-1975

Definite time tables and priorities are yet to be determined, but
some tenative conclusions have
been reached by the committees,
the report continued :
"During Phase I 0965-1967) the
college anticipates that it can:
1. Reach a maximum enrollment of 5,000 students by offering
a . Extended day classes as in the
past for in-service and graduate
courses.

by Mrs. ValentineGlockner

2. Continue and strengthen the
undergraduate program in Teacher Education for the training of elementary and secondary teachers,
the latter in certain sel~ ted areas .

experiences; unusual instrumental
accompaniment is another unknown
element. But common to all peoples are the hearty , lusty voices of
children from wh atever corner of
the earth, and utilizing children is
in complete harmony with the purposes of UNICEF.

Music, the common language of
all mankind breaks down barriers
of creed, race and national origin;
more particularly is this true when
children are the performers. UNICEF'S "Hi Neighbor' ' records present a variety of song literature
performed, largely, by children.
(A limited number of songs are
Perhaps the most difficult aspect
performed by adults.)
of these recordings is the unsteady
tonality which derives from the
Common to all Hi Neighbor rec- tuning system utilized by eastern
ords is the superb voice of a single
and some African nations. This is
narrator whose concise, descripparticularly noticeable in music
tive remarks command the listenfrom Burma (record 5), Sudan
er's attention. Clarification of type
(record 5), Nigeria (record 3) ,
and usage of songs and dance
Ethiopia (record 3) , Thailand (recforms within their respective naord 3).
tive cultures precludes the need
Exposure to the music of the
various member nations of the
U. N. offers the listener insights
which would otherwise be difficult
to acquire. Music, after all , reflects not only the basic characteristics of a people but also reveals
the degree of their sophistication.
H" N · hb
d
t
·
1 e1g or recor s presen music

A careful listener will find surprises and rewards for having ex
perienced the broad panorama of
sound_, melody and rhythm. It is
fun to discover that Iranians have
square dances (record

4)
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Faculty Sketch

UNICEF Record
Helps to Break
Language Barrier

b. A parallel progr1am of under- for additional program notes.
graduate courses until 10 : 00 p. m.

INT E R ·I M

or that

A recent member to the art department staff is Mr. Jeff R. Donaldson. Mr. Donaldson was' born
in ·Arkansas and received his BA
from Arkansas State. Here , he was
on a basketball scholarship which
was later changed to an art scholarship. He received his MA from
lIT's Institute of Design. He has
taught at Marshall High School
here where he was chairman of the
art department. He also taught at
Fenger junior college before coming to ITC-CN.
During his army career, Mr. Donaldson completed a year of study
in figure drawing and painting in
France. He was in France as an
army representative at a French
oil depot . He plans to go back to
school in the near future.
Mr. Donaldson is not married .
He has a brother, Sidney, who is a
department manager at the Camp-

Besides painting, Mr. Donaldson
also enjoys drama . He has done
some professional acting in France
and in Chicago, such as summer
stock and communitv theatJr He
recently had a book· published entitled, The Civil Rights Yearbook,
which was published by the Henry
Regnery Publishing Company, 1964.
He does both the drawings and
written sketches for lhe book. He
is now working on a second book.
Mr. Donaldson also has a great interest in African. Art and culture.
He is vice-president of Sticks and
Stones, Inc., which is a shop that
features African sculpture, jewelry , and handicrafts from all over
the world.

PJa y Review

'A Thurber Carnival'
by Barbara Lofgren

. To write a new refreshing review of the Thurber Carnival is
difficult, not because of the cast 's
performance, but due to the establishment of this program as an
excellent work . I will simply relate
my impressions of the Stage Players production of Thurber's work
last week end here on the campus.

modern Japan (record 2) drapes

The Thurber Carnival is a series
of satirical vignettes illustrating
the humorous foibles of the American man , or really mankind fa gen4. · Continue and strengthen the
eral. A wide variety of themes
Graduate program in Teacher Eduwt-re presented. It was a combinacation for· the training of elemention of pointed humor, ironic twists,
tary and secondary teachers .
and a slapstick variety of humor
which was just jlain funny , It was
5. Initiate a program leading to
interesting to note the audience's
the granting of a Masters degree f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
reaction to subtleties of given sitin subject areas.
uations or remarks. The narrative
at times evoked rollicking laugh6. Engage in intensive campus
ter,
a light chuckle, broad smile,
planning for all phases and the
or silence, an indication of the asplanning of new buildings for Phase
sortment of interpretations.
II construction.
The setting was attractive and
During Phase II (1967-1969) , the
efficient . The sets were in full view
college anticipates that :
at all times and the players quickly changed the props if needed by
1. It should plan for no material
dimming the lights. Background
increase in enrollment over the
music which really treated the
mood and added to the perform!i,000 at the end of Phase I except
ance's gaiety _and spontaneity was
as new, or auxiliary, facilities are
ably supplied by ythe live combo
completed or provided.
music of Ted Rachofsky, Ron Ben2. It should initiate construction
son, Barryy Brooks, and Les Keller. Sound effects also contributed
of new, top priority buildings. It apto the setting of the scene. Carpears that building and staffing
toons on a screen in the background
will necessarily have to lead posheralded each new scene.
The Bretheren, one of the
the Miss ITCC-N Pageant.
sible increases in enrollment.
Performances given by all the
groups which entertained at
Inaugurate an undergraduate
Liberal Arts program .
3.

bell Soup Company; and a sister,
Vida, who is a supervisor with the
Cook County Department of Public
Aid. Both of them live in qticago.

the pentatonic scale around an
American country dance mood .
of many distant lands whose
.
Above all one sees a configuration
sounds are strange to western civilization. Unfamiliar tonality and wherein legend • cuS t om a nd hiS t0 r y
modes , intricate , repetitious rhy- are interwoven into a fabric which
thmic patterns and progressively fashions music and dance for all
accelerated motion are uncommori mankind.

cast were excellent. Each and every performer seemed rally involvd in the mood of the selection
and wer efor the most part effective in communicating the idiosyncrasi esof the characters to the
audience, who were enthusiastically
responsive . The Thurber review
was man-centered and the male
members of the cast did have the
stronge.i;t parts. The women were
in supporting roles as it seems it
should be in a Thurber play. Especially well liked of the collection were : Dallas Browne in "The
Night the Bed F ell ,' • Juris Graudiris in "The Unicorn in the Garden, " Ralph Campagna in "If
Grant Had Been Drinking at Appamattox," and Lawrence Gold in
" The Secret Life of Walter Mitty."
If you missed seeing this production, it is possible just fro m the
above mentioned selections to get
a fair idea of the carnival-lil{e atmosphere of Thurber's assortment
of themes. The female roles were
played in a uniformly fine fashion
and the girls were also versatile in
characterization . We look forward
to seeing this talent in perhaps
larger roles in later productions.
All in all , the Stage Players presentation of A Thurber Carnival
was light , humorous , fast moving
nnd thoroughly delightful. The progr am offe red something of interest
for everyone and was definitely an
entertaining satiric portrayal of
human nature. Chalk up another
success for the ITCC-N Stage Players.

Phase II should be a period o f L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - intensive evaluation of program Phase II building is complet~.
and program changes before mov2. We will make considerably
ing into Phase III.
1 e s s detailed recommendations
4. It should develop and carry than for earlier phases; however,
at this time indications can be seen
out an intensive student recruitfor the probable need for the forment program.
mation of schools and /or colleges
5. It should carry out an inten- in addition to the present divisional structure - for example, a colsive !acuity and staff recruitment
lege of Arts and Scien.:es, College
program.
of Education, and Graduate School.
3.

6. An Extension Service should
For Phase IV (1971-1975), the colbe developed and emphasized.
lege anticipates that :

Intensive exploration of re1. It should plan for and expect
search opportunities should be an enrollment of some 12,000 students.
made.
'7.

2. It will recommend needs in
Detailed plSL.iing of Phase
general
for these two biennia.
Ill program and building should be
Dr. Stamps concluded the report
continued.
by recognizing that such planning
.For Phase III (1969-1971), the col- of the future of the college presented a challenge to the committees
lege anticipates that :
representing the faculty, but that
1. It should plan for and except the challenge was accepted "gratean enrollment of 7,000 to 8,000 as fully and willingly."
8.
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Meet the Eagles

SPORTS
NEWS

Tony Wesolowski - 6' 1" . 180 lbs.
Jim Hess - 5' 11", 160 lbs, Pos: Forward. Nos. 32. Year: Freshman.
Guard, Nos. 12, Year : Sophomore, History Major . Nickname : " Irish." Pos.: Center . Nos . 55. Year : Junior.
Science Major. Nickr,ame : " AniPhysical Education Major, Nick- Graduate : Quigley.
name : " Polack," Graduate: Lane
Ed Kuhrt - 6' 1 . 160 lbs. Pos.: mal" Graduate : Lane Tech.
Tech & Wright JC.
Forward. Nos . 14. Year: Freshman.
Bob Delaney - 6' O". 185 lbs.
Ron Sokulski - 5' 11' ', 160 lbs, Physical Education Major. ick- Pos.: Forward. Year : J unior. SpanPos : Guard. Nos. 22, Year : J unior, name: "Elfie" . Graduate : Stein- ish Major. Graduate : St. Mel.
by Ron Sokulski
American History Major , Graduate : metz.
Bernie Spencer - b' 2". 180 lbs.
Weber High.
John Diggs - 6' 2" . 165 lbs. Pos.:
Pos.:
Center. Year : Sophomore.
Before an opening day packed house , the Eagles of ITC-CN were
Bob Ostby - 6' 1", 180 lbs. Pos: Center. Nos. 44. Year : Freshman.
Science
Major. Nickname : " Anidealt their first loss of the 1965-66 campaign 103-59. In making their bas- F
N
y
S
h
Chemistry
MaJ·or.
Graduate:
Til40
mal. "
ketball debut, the Eagles after playing a strong first half, wilted in the orwa rd , os.
' ear : op o- den Tech.
more, Physical Education Major,
last twenty minutes to account for the lopsided score.
Nickname : "Oz," Graduate: Lane
Steve Nakon _ 6, 0" . 150 lbs.
Brewer Bean - 5' 8". 140 lbs.
ICT-CN's first game was launched with Dean Sachs throwing the Tech.
Pos.: Guard. Year : Sophomore. Pos.: Guard. Year: Freshm an.
opening tipoff. Following these pre-game ceremonies action on the court
Rudy J aksa _ 6, 0,,, 170 lbs. Sociology Major . Nickname: "Ted- Physical Education Major. Nickbegan. After a slow start both teams started to find the i-ange and the Pos.: Guard. Nos. 30_ Year: Soph die Bear. " Graduate : St. P atrick. name: "Sam.'' Graduate: Harlan .
tempo of play picked up . With about three minutes remaining the omore. Geogr aphy Major. NickJohnny Baker _ 6, O" . 155 lbs. John Brozny _ 5• 11". 145 lbs.
Eagles held a slim lead of 30-28, however, a pressing Aurora defense name: "Hustle." Graduate: F ar- Pos. : Guard. Year : Sophomore. Pos.: Guard. Year : Freshman.
cai;sed numerous Eagle mistakes giving the Spartans a 39:31 halftime ragutt.
English Major. Nickname : " All Physical Education Major . Gradulead.
Pat Doyle
6' O" 160 lbs Pos · Star." Graduate: Lane Tech.
ate : Holy Cross.
In the second half Aurora again went into a press, stealing the ball1-===========---- =--=
· = ::--:-=·= =·=·::r---- - - -- - - - - ~ - - -- - - - - - - - -- and causing mistakes. This coupled along with foul trouble put the game
out of ITC-CN 's reach. The only thing that remaine<l in question during
the final ten minutes was whether Aurora would reach the century
in faculty evaluation is one good
(Continued from Page 4)
mark , which they did on two free throws with a minute left to play.
example," President Eddy said.
Leading Aurora 's scoring parade was Thomas with 22 and Simos
recently by President Edward D. "Most of us are scared to death of
15 and Tangorra 15. Jim Hess led the Eagles with 24 points plus a fine
Eddy of Chatam College at the an- it. We have nervously laughed it
floor game, and Pat Doyle also tossed in 17 to lead the Eagles.
nual meeting of the American off for years in the great majority
Council on Education .
of colleges and universities. And
As of Monday, November 27, the
Sandpipers are still leading the
Declaring that the time is "right in the process we have lost valuFaculty-Staff Bowling League. For and ripe" for such action, President able time in fashioning among us
ITC-CN-59
Aurora-103
p
p
FG
FT
FT
Name
this week Dean Sachs bowled the Eddy said : " We need to move fast some fairly reliable ways of obFG
Name
4
10
5
high gross game of 245 (with handi- to put the house of intellect in good taining reliable student reaction.
Tangorra
5
5
3
Hess
order before it becomes an undNakon
4
4
0
0
Manning '
3
5
"I suggest that we ask the Amercap ). High net series for the week sirable slum . Genuine student in1
4
0
0
5
5
Bean
Simos
ican
Council on Education to draw
was stuart Kaufm an's 548 · High volvement in the form ation of ·edu5
7
5
Sala
0
4
Doyle
8
material together on student evalnet game for the women was Margaret Gallivan with 207_
cational policy offers our best hope uation, study what has been done ,
1
1
Wesolowski
0
0
1
2
Calder
0
0
5
9
4
Diggs
Individual high averages for this of regaining the lost concept of an experiment with various methods,
Thomas
3
academic community.
Delaney
0
0
2
Brundahl
0
5.
2
and give us, as a result, an accepseason (without handicap ) show
In stating that "every college and table guide for students to use."
Kuhrt
0
0
5
0
5
Buttles
3
Stuart Kaufman in first place with
university committee ought to in1
1
4
Sokulski
Corwin
4
0
3
Dr. Eddy discussed conditions
166.18, followed by Jack Etten, elude voting - student members,"
1
Hollis
2
0
3
3
0
Baker
158.24; Margaret Gallivan, 139.14 p res1"d en t Edd y recommended ( l) and guidelines for student involve1
5
3
Jaska
t--a_nd_N_e_t_ti_e_ A_st_r_in-'-,_13_3_.1_6_.- - - - l that students be excluded only ment under these fi ve headings :
2
TOTALS 32
3
1
39
27
Ostby
O J involving students is no simfrom committees engaged in per0
2
Spencer
0
ple,
snap-of-the finger activity;
sonal discussion of individual fac(2)it
is neither possible nor deulty
members
in
matters
of
promo21
41
TOTALS 19
sirable for colleges to abdicate
tion and tenure, and (2) that the
to the student the primary reOn December 9, the Spanish student role should not necessarily
sponsibility for policy and teachbe
equal
on
all
committees.
Club is sponsoring t e second aner evaluation;
He continued : "I do believe that
In their second game of the season ICT-CN's Eagles dropped a heart- nual contest for declamations and
(3) student involvement must be
breaker to George Williams College, 87-85. Coming back beautifully from poetrv. One of the possible judi;es this generation of students in parmore than the usual token indultheir disastrous opening game loss to Aurora, the Eagles battled all will be Dr. Cardenas from the Uni- ticular is deeply concerned with
areas of human endeavor which
gence;
the way until the final buzzer.
versity of Chicago.
( 4) any steps must be a reflecThe first half found the Eagles leading throughout with leads as
The contest will be held as fol- hold meaning. F .:nctional trivia
tion of deep educational commitslim as one point to a high of eight, which ended the first half with the lows : Spanish I through IV will de- has no attraction. What, then ,
ment and certainly not mere reEagles leading 44-36. Jim Hess and Pat Doyle's fine driving were the clamate poems ; Conversation and could or should mean more to a
sponse to pressure ; and
highlights of the first half action.
Composition I and II will give im- &tudent than educational policy as
(5) valuable student involvement
In the second half George Williams fought back to take the lead, provised three - minute speeches. it is shaped by thousands of dewon't just happen.
which then seesawed back and forf'n until the final minutes. Fine out- The native speakers and advanced cisions which, when collated, de" Involvement means caring ,"
side shooting by Hess and Rudy Jaska closed the gap to 87-83 with just studenis will give improvised five- termine the posture and policy of
an institution ?"
President Eddy said. "Students to12 seconds remaining. A pair of free throws narrowed the deficit to 2 minute speeches.
The student 's fresh point of view, day do care and care deeply. Inpoints, however , time run out on the Eagles as they rebounded a missed
The winners of each group will
free throw by a George Williams player.
receive trophies. The Spanish club he said, is highly desirable in cur- volving them in the total work of
Leading ICT-CN's scoring were J im Hess, 30 points and Pat Coyle hopes that this contest will be as riculum planning . evaluation of the academic community is one
with 18. Rudy Jaska also played a fine aggressive game and contribut- successful as the last one, and has teaching and teachers and in form- important way for the American
ing · degree requirements, grading college to prove its fa ith in a gened 15 points to the Eagles cause.
planned for it in that spirit.
eration in which, fra nkly, we cerOne final word , the next game is December 3rd against Judson ColThe Spanish Department wishes systems and calendars.
"Our neglect of student opinion tainly had better believe."
lege. Be there ! 'i"he team is hopeful that the students and faculty will to encourage all students of Spansupport us the way they have at the last two games. We're going to win ish to take advantage of the oppor- ,.___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ __
against Judson so be there and see how we do it.
tunity for extra practice in the preciation to the students who have J udith McCloy, J uanita Valdes,
language throug h the tutoring serv- given their time to tutoring this Consuelo Gaytan, Mary Petruzzini,
ice. Schedules are posted in the trimester : Rosemary Achtermeir, Suzanne Brayndick, Eva Kaiser ,
classrooms and in the Language Carol Pietnzaki, Laura Fakuda , Al- Myra Moldofsky, Lila Peterson , Bob
George Williams-87
ITC-CN--85
p
Laboratory.
lanna Moorehead , Marcia Fayer, Farnsworth and James von BrockName
FG
FT
Name
FG
FT
P
We also wish to express our ap- Miriam Areyzaga , Donna Swiderki, hauser.
Peters
6
2
8
12
5
Hess
9
Swatling
2
1
5
Doyle
4
10
5
Weichert
1
4
2
Diggs
0
0
1
Waller
4
2
5
Kuhurt
o
1
4
·4
Tonelli
1
0
Sokulski
3
4
6
Jablonski
5
3
2
Jaksa
4
7
5
2
1
Porter
5
Ostby
3
4
3
Sanders
0
0
1
Taylor
3
4
4
TOTALS 23
39
28
Tazelear
1
5
2
Gully
4
3
3

E'a:gles Buried 103 5 9

Students Help Shape Am. Ed. Policy

Ow -Ro Ra ! !

Spanish
club News

5'o Close and Yet So Far

By George!!

~ Jg

TOTALS

30

27

38

Next Gaine
Decemher 3

Support our
Eagles!!!!

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE

Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPERIENCE

'54's to '65's
Parts and Labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Special Consideration To Students
Bring Your ID Card

6035 N.
BROADWAY
PHONE: BR 5-3500
AIJTffOllllD VOUSWAGEN DEAlff

.....

OPEN DAllY TO 9 P.M.
ClOSED SUNOAY

The
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There She Is

Observed by the judges, Miss
Hersch does a monologue
from "Our Town," proving

that Miss ITCC-N has talent as
well as beauty.

INTERIM

• • •
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Miss ITCC-N

Contestents gather for gown

competition. Miss

Hersch, eventual wi_n ner, is third from fefr.

ffl

~ It

Another ·' First' for ITCC-N

ITCC-N's newly formed cheerleaders showed the student

I

~

1$ llr~

Student Senate members spe nt a great deal of time outside of
the Aud itorium last w eek promoting the Miss ITSS-N Pageant.

body just how to cheer at our
first Pep Rally last week.

Board of Governors ~leet Here

··-

..,.,,,.

; "1'1

""'

Mr. Stone, Dr. ft\cKelvey, and other guests lunch in the Faculty Dining Room.

ITCC-N's Recorder Society was
on hand to entertain the Board

of Governors after their meeting here November 14.

I

